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Te Koru Pa Historic Reserve

Nau mai, Haere mai

Welcome to the Great Stone Stronghold of Nga Mahanga a Tairi and Ngati Tairi

S A F E T Y

A special risk factor at this pa is the number of holes that have been excavated.

Children running around uncontrolled would be at real risk of hurting themselves as

the holes can be deep and not very obvious.

P R E - V I S I T

� Brainstorm the ideas that students already have about the site.  Group their ideas

under headings such as Taranaki tribes, pa sites, warfare, conserving our history,

etc. according to the objectives for your trip.

� Discuss the importance of preserving our history for future generations.

� Research the history of pa in Aotearoa.  When were they first built and why? What

features do pa have in common?

� Try making a model pa with your students.  Include the fortifications but also the

sleeping, store and meeting houses.  You could extend the model to include

surrounding gardens.

� Design an outdoor safety code.  Appoint class members to help apply it on the day.

� Locate the site on a map.  Work out its distance from the school and how long it will

take to get there.  Talk about how people would have travelled there in the past.

� Find out who the local iwi in your rohe are.  Where are their marae? Who are the

kaumätua? What stories can they tell you about the place you are going to visit?

� Find out what the students know about DOC.  Is there a DOC office in their area?

What sorts of things does a DOC ranger do?  Check out the DOC web site,

www.doc.govt.nz

� Use maps and other resources to gather information about the geology and

geography of the area.

� Explore New Zealand�s responsibilities under global conventions such as ICOMOS

(the International Council On Monuments and Sites) and the Rio Convention on

Biodiversity.  Use the DOC web site to find out about the New Zealand Biodiversity

Strategy.  How do the goals and actions in the strategy relate to the site you are

visiting?

� Find out if there is anything that you can do to help look after the environment

when you are on your visit.

� Visit the Taranaki museum to see the famous wooden carving found in Te Koru in

1898.  Find out about other artefacts from the pa building period.
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P O S T - V I S I T

� Update or build a model pa using the knowledge that you have gained on this visit.

� Make a pamphlet that could be used to introduce visitors to this site.  Include a

description of the way that you think the pa would have looked before it was

abandoned.

� Prepare a speech that you would give on the marae if you could be transported

back in time to when this pa thrived.

� Make a list of the jobs that would have had to be done by the people who lived in the

pa.  Make a short description for each and then decide the jobs that you would like

to have done.

� Imagine that you have obtained a large grant to recreate one corner of the pa to

what it may have looked like.  Describe a vision of what you would like to do.  List

the materials that you will require and then work out who you will need to talk

before you start.

� Make an artefact that could have come from the time the pa was occupied.

Possibilities include flax mats or sandals, kites, gourd bowls, wooden spears etc.

� Prepare an appropriate meal of kumara, smoked tuna (eel), and some berries that

are known to be safe to eat.

� Find out about the use of plants as rongoa or traditional medicines.  Ask your local

kaumätua or check books in the library.  Try some weak tea made from kawakawa

leaves.

� Make a script for a short TV documentary on the pa.

� Find out about three weeds that have established in the reserve you visited.  Why are

they weeds? How were they brought to New Zealand?

� Recreate the debate in Parliament about the Conservation Act that set up the

Department of Conservation in 1987.  Have speakers for and against - including

some who would like more of New Zealand�s land and sea to be protected.  What

would be the advantages and disadvantages of each argument?

A C C E S S

Te Koru Pa is at the end of Surrey Hill Road, off Wairau Road at the southern end of

Oakura Township.

The right of way down to the pa is across farmland but clearly marked.  A realistic time

for a group that stops to investigate the points of interest would be three hours.

Ensure that the students wear sensible footwear.  Clothing for changeable weather is

advisable.  Te Koru Pa is a fragile place - take care not to damage it.

It would be inappropriate to eat inside the pa but the land outside the gate is part of the

reserve and is a nice spot for a picnic as are parts of the riverside.
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B R I E F  H I S T O R Y

This is an ancient pa; some believe it to be established in 1350AD.  Certainly it could

have been occupied for centuries.  It was the stronghold of the Nga Mahanga a Tairi

and Ngati Tairi hapu.

The period of musket warfare, when some tribes gained access to new weaponry

before others saw the fall of the pa.  Te Atiawa from north of Nga Motu (New

Plymouth) overcame the defenders in the early eighteenth century.  One of the chiefs

of Te Koru, Mona was killed in the battle but another Tu-Makuru escaped.  The pa is

believed to have been finally abandoned in the mid 1820s.  The pa is named after a

chieftainess.

T E A C H E R  N O T E S

The following notes are aimed at providing the teacher with some background

information.  Refer to the activities appended for more ideas for students.

When you arrive at the road end and get oriented, the pa is not as obvious as you might

expect.  High ground was an advantage but before artillery it need only be out of

throwing distance of surrounding hills.  Obviously this was not a site that would be

favoured in the Land Wars.  The other factor to remember is that the main pathways of

the time followed the rivers.  The pa controlled a strategic bend in the river and had a

surrounding area that could be cleared for the dual purposes of gardens and

increasing the visibility of approaching people.  (Activity 1: Where�s the pa?)

As you are walking down through the farmland you will see indications that this is good

quality soil.   Being volcanic in origin, it would have had good drainage and natural

fertility.  The fact that it would have been covered with forest for centuries would have

increased the organic content.

Throughout the world, developments in settlement size have depended on good soils

and the technology to make them productive.  Here, the population needed to build

the fortified pa was well fed from the surrounding gardens supplemented by food

from the forest and sea.

It no doubt helped that the land lay in a sheltered valley.  Crops that are swept by

coastal winds laden with salt would not match the harvests achieved here.  (Activity 2:

The answer lies in the soil)

What would those gardens have looked like? Certainly kumara would have been the

dominant crop because it supplied a good source of the carbohydrate that was needed

for the people to live.  (Activity 3: Kumara power)

Entrance to the pa today is through a gate with an interpretation sign that includes a

map.  At this point it may be appropriate to take a moment to reflect with your pupils

that there were many lives lived out in this place.  Some students will be more

comfortable entering if a karakia is given to acknowledge the spirits of those people

and affirming that we come in peace and with respect for this ancestral home.

(Activity 4: Entry)
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The path into the pa takes you down a path that is clearly part of a transverse ditch

and bank.  This is a common pa-building earthwork that we can see in other places

around the country and indeed around the world.

Pa were built to take advantage of any natural defences.  Cliffs provide this on the other

side of Te Koru.  The idea on this side was to block access along the easiest path by

digging a ditch and piling the spoil on the inside.  Then a high palisade would have been

built atop the new mound with lookout platforms for defenders.

From the transverse ditch, the path becomes less obvious.  Indeed that would have

been the intention.  A pa tended to have well defended and hidden access so that only

the insiders knew its secrets.

It is possible to walk around on the different levels inside, but start on the steps and

paths that are obvious and keep your students together.  Remind them of the need to

watch out for holes, stay off the banks and not cause any damage to the features of the

pa.  (Activity 5: Archaeological detective work)

As you enter, it is hard to imagine you are near the remains of a once thriving pa.  Trees

would have been cleared to allow room for the houses and other buildings.  It would

also have been necessary to clear lines of view so that approaching visitors could be

seen.  As you walk around, look for telltale signs of regeneration.  (Activity 6: Tane

reclaims his domain)

Note that many of the older trees are karaka.  This is a feature of old pa sites as the

fruit was a useful food source when correctly treated.  NB karaka are highly toxic and

pupils should not experiment with eating them.  It takes many weeks of soaking in a

stream to leach out the poison.  (Activity 7: It�s a karaka)

Another of the common trees regenerating here is the kawakawa which has heart-

shaped leaves often showing many holes made by a chewing insect.  (Activity 8:

Kawakawa)

Stonewalls are an obvious feature of Te Koru.  This is not the only pa in Taranaki to use

them but it is the most impressive.  It has been said that this is as close as we got to

building a castle here.  Erosion and accumulation of debris has diminished the scale of

these walls.  Earlier historians recorded that they found them to be up to 4.5m tall.

Today the highest is about 2m so we have to use our imaginations to picture the extent

of all this stone work before it became overgrown.  It was obviously large scale.  The

rocks are generally smooth indicating that they came from the river and closer

inspection indicates that they were carefully stacked.  (Activity 9: Stonewalling)

The next most obvious feature is the large number of excavations, the deepest of

which are often at the base of the walls.  The reason suggested for this was that space

in this defended area was at a premium and if the holes had been in the middle of a

terrace they would have made building on top unsafe.  By putting them next to the

walls, valuable space was saved.

Storing the crops so that they lasted the winter both for food and new season�s seed

was quite a mission.  The crop would have been susceptible to fungal rot and frost

damage as well as being attractive to rats.  Rua or storage pits that were dry, secure

and maintained an even temperature were required and this is the most likely

explanation for most of the diggings.  We can only guess what else they may have

stored.
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It is still possible to count 80 rua at Te Koru and there were doubtless many more that

have since been covered by the collapse of some of the walls.

Smaller holes may have been hearths or postholes for taller structures such as whare

pataka (food storehouses).  (Activity 10: Holes everywhere)

Moving up to the top of the pa we find that it is arranged in terraces that were levelled

to make room for various whare (buildings).   These would have included meeting,

sleeping and storage whare.  The location of sleeping whare would have reflected

status in the hapu with the upper levels reserved for the chiefs.  Flat depressions give

an idea of the scale of some of the buildings.  (Activity 11: Terrace living)

At some point in your explorations, find a safe way down to the riverside.  Notice how

the fortifications continued around to protect the low-lying parts of the pa next to the

river.  You should be able to make out a main entrance path that cuts up through the

terraces.  It would have led into a narrow slot surrounded by high walls so that anyone

gaining access to this section would still be at the mercy of the defenders.  (Activity 12:

Down by the riverside)

As the site has been fenced off for some time, the trees have returned and made a

natural setting.  For those who are interested, the canopy includes kohekohe,

rewarewa, kanuka, puriri, pukatea and beech.  Amongst the undergrowth there

is kawakawa, hangehange, rangiora, mahoe and some native ferns.  Birds to be

heard or seen include fantails, riroriro (grey warblers), tui, korimako (bellbirds),

kotare (kingfishers), pukeko, white faced herons and pari (paradise ducks).

(Activity 13: Trees- A mixed blessing)

PLAN OF TE KORU PA

From plan by Nige l  Pricket t
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O N  S I T E  A C T I V I T I E S  S E C T I O N

The tapu of the pa has been lifted by tangata whenua so those respecting the site will

have no problems.  Those disrespecting or causing deliberate damage to the site may

be affected

While doing these activities, make sure that you do not damage any of the structures in

the pa.  Don�t climb on any of the walls.  Look around but don�t shift anything, even dirt.

It is important that we preserve this historic site for future generations to learn from.

Activity 1 Where�s the pa?

As you leave the carpark and head down the track, think about the best place in this

landscape to put a defended pa.  Consider that it needed to have a good view of

approaching people but it would also help if it was not visible from a distance.  It was

easier to defend if the attackers had to climb up to it.  Access to a reliable water supply

would be important during sieges.  Any natural features that made access difficult

would reduce the length of fortifications needed.  Finally, having good productive

fields for crops handy was a big advantage.

Take two locations (e.g.  the tops of the cliffs opposite and a bend in the river).  Write

a summary of the advantages and disadvantages of each and then say which place you

would have chosen.  Why would a fort not be built at the bottom of a valley in the age

of artillery (e.g. mortars and cannon)?

Activity 2 The answer lies in the soil

Before you enter the pa, look around at the farmland.  What indications are there that

this is a very productive location?   Check the soil colour.  What type is it?   What would

have built up this soil in the first place?

Why did our ancestors move toward farming the land after centuries of hunting and

gathering wild foods?

Activity 3 Kumara power

The main food groups that we need to survive are; carbohydrate for energy, protein

for growth and repair, vitamins and minerals for health and, fats for extra energy and

insulation.

Kumara is a good carbohydrate food.  What would the pa builders have to turn to if the

kumara crop failed or was stolen?  What would the builders of this pa have used for

their protein (meaty) foods? Where would they have got them?

Why were the winter supplies of kumara stored inside the defended pa?

Activity 4 Entry

The modern entrance takes you along a major earthwork that formed part of the

defences across the neck of the bend in the river.  What would have been outside this

ditch?

What do you think would have been on the top of the bank inside it?
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What sort of tools would the pa builders have used to make this ditch?  Where did the

soil and rock for building up the bank come from?

How would you arrange access to the pa for your families to get in without making it

easy for enemies to use the same entry?

Imagine that you were an invader running into the ditch and looking up the bank to a

high palisade fence with defenders looking down at you.  Would this be a sensible

attack? How else could you get in?

Activity 5 Archaeological detective work

Make a list of the things inside the pa that show evidence of human history.  This

includes stones that have been obviously put there by people, holes that don�t look

natural, pathways etc.  Describe or draw the feature.  Say whether you think it was

made by the original occupants or in modern times and then take a guess at what the

reason for this feature may have been.

EVIDENCE I  SAW ORIGINAL OR MODERN WHAT IT COULD HAVE BEEN FOR

Activity 6 Tane reclaims his domain

As you walk around the pa, look at the forest regeneration.  Are there any really ancient

looking trees?  What is the biggest tree that you can find?

Do groves of the trees all look the same age? (In an ancient forest the trees tend to be

different ages).  How did the seed for the forest covering the pa get here?

In what ways would the growth of ferns and larger trees have helped preserve the pa?

Activity 7 It�s a karaka

Look for large smooth barked trees with big glossy leaves.  These are karaka.  The fruit

is large and bright orange when ripe.  DO NOT TRY TO EAT IT � it is very poisonous.

How do you think the ancestors would have rid the berries of poison so that the

nutritious seed inside could be eaten?

Why do you think there are so many karaka trees near pa sites in New Zealand?
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Activity 8 Kawakawa

Look for the heart-shaped leaves of the kawakawa.  They often have small holes in

them.  What do you think made the holes in the leaf?

This plant is a rongoa or natural medicine.  Can you think of any other plants that are

used for cures?  How would our ancestors have found out which plants were useful in

this way?

Activity 9 Stonewalling

Look closely at one of the stonewalls.  Where do you think the rock for the wall came

from? (Hint: Where else do you see smoothed rocks like this?)

Are the rocks randomly piled or do they show evidence of being selected to get a

stronger more even wall?

Why do you think they bothered to face the earth walls with stone?

Activity 10 Holes everywhere

Note: Be careful not to damage the entrances to the holes when you look into them.

Are the holes mainly near the walls or in the middle of the large flat areas?  Can you

think of a reason for this location of the holes?

What do you think was stored in the holes?

Look into the deep holes that you find.  Are all the holes the same or are there different

types?  What special features do they have?

Could a person fit into some of the holes? (Do not try this yourself)

Activity 11 Terrace living

How many levels can you make out between the entrance and the top of the pa?

What would have been the advantage of levelling of the ground to make these terraces?

Which terrace do you think that the chiefs would have occupied? Why?

Activity 12 Down by the riverside

What resources would the river have supplied to the people of the pa?

Near where you entered the pa there is natural defence provided by the steep bank.

What evidence is there around the other, lower side of defences being built?

Activity 13 Trees- a mixed blessing

What advantage to this reserve can you see from having a good covering of trees

today?  What would have happened if sheep and cattle had roamed this reserve?

There is a downside to trees as well unfortunately and this is one place where the

Department of Conservation has had to chop some down.  They have taken them out

of places in or near the walls.  Why do you think this had to be done?

What would have happened if big trees had gone through their life cycle in the walls?


